H-NMR studies on d(GCTTAAGC)2 and its complex with berenil.
Two-dimensional (2D) 1H-NMR spectroscopy has been used to analyze the structure of d(GCTTAAGC)2 and its interaction with berenil in solution. Nuclear Overhauser enhancement connectivities enabled sequential assignments of nearly all proton resonances in the self-complementary octamer duplex and demonstrated that the oligonucleotide is primarily in a B-type conformation. No major conformational changes were observed by the addition of berenil, but proton resonances of the two adenosine nucleotides shifted substantially. Intermolecular nuclear Overhauser effects between berenil and the DNA duplex revealed that the drug binds via the minor groove of d(GCTTAAGC)2 in the A.T-base-pair region. At 18 degrees C the twofold symmetry of the duplex is preserved on berenil binding. However, strongly shifted proton resonances broadened significantly. A model is proposed for the berenil-d(GCTTAAGC)2 complex involving fast exchange of berenil between two equivalent symmetry-related binding sites, which span the 5'-TAA-3' region and are asymmetrically disposed with respect to the dyad axis of the duplex. These results are compared with previous studies on the berenil-d(GCAATTGC)2 complex.